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This rich and intricate collection of poems chronicles the various experiences of American
slaves. Drawn together through imagery drawn from quilting and fiber arts, each poem is spoken
from a different perspective: a house slave, a mother losing her daughter to the auction block, a
blacksmith, a slave fleeing on the Underground Railroad.This moving and eloquent set of
poems, brought to life by vivid and colorful artwork from Michele Wood, offers a timeless witness
to the hardship endured by America's slaves. Each poem is supplemented by a historical note.



For Tylka, with love.— C. G.To my nieces, nephews, brother, and my future child.Follow the light
along the path of God because there will be precious jewelsto pick up on your way in life. The
treasure will confirm the path you have taken is the right one.I believe I Lay My Stitches Down is
a gold nugget.Follow the light.— M.W.Text © 2012 Cynthia GradyIllustrations © 2012 Michele
WoodAll rights reservedPublished in 2012 by Eerdmans Books for Young Readers,an imprint of
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.2140 Oak Industrial Dr. NEGrand Rapids, Michigan
49505www.eerdmans.com/youngreadersManufactured in China17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
279 8 7 6 5 4 3Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataThe illustrations were created
with acrylics on canvas.Quiltmaking and poetry share similarities in craft. Inone, color and shape
are organized into an overall pattern;in the other, sound and structure create the pattern.
Eachpoem in this collection is named for a traditional quilt blockand reflects a metaphorical
patchwork of circumstancesencountered by enslaved people in America.The poems are written
in unrhymed verse, ten lines of tensyllables, to mimic the square shape of a quilt block. Toreflect
the three layers of a quilt, I’ve engaged three referencesin each poem: a biblical or spiritual
reference, a musicalreference, and a sewing or fiber arts reference in addition tothe imagery the
poem calls for. In this way I have tried tomirror not only the structure of a quilt but also the
artistryand symbolism that quilts express for their makers.— Cynthia GradyFor Tylka, with love.
— C. G.To my nieces, nephews, brother, and my future child.Follow the light along the path of
God because there will be precious jewelsto pick up on your way in life. The treasure will confirm
the path you have taken is the right one.I believe I Lay My Stitches Down is a gold nugget.Follow
the light.— M.W.Text © 2012 Cynthia GradyIllustrations © 2012 Michele WoodAll rights
reservedPublished in 2012 by Eerdmans Books for Young Readers,an imprint of Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co.2140 Oak Industrial Dr. NEGrand Rapids, Michigan
49505Manufactured in China17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 279 8 7 6 5 4 3Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication DataThe illustrations were created with acrylics on
canvas.Quiltmaking and poetry share similarities in craft. Inone, color and shape are organized
into an overall pattern;in the other, sound and structure create the pattern. Eachpoem in this
collection is named for a traditional quilt blockand reflects a metaphorical patchwork of
circumstancesencountered by enslaved people in America.The poems are written in unrhymed
verse, ten lines of tensyllables, to mimic the square shape of a quilt block. Toreflect the three
layers of a quilt, I’ve engaged three referencesin each poem: a biblical or spiritual reference, a
musicalreference, and a sewing or fiber arts reference in addition tothe imagery the poem calls
for. In this way I have tried tomirror not only the structure of a quilt but also the artistryand
symbolism that quilts express for their makers.— Cynthia Grady

Log CabinThe finds of archaeologists beneathdilapidated cabins down the hill:some chicken
bones, the skins and skulls of coonsand squirrels — hard remains of suppers stalkedby
moonlight, faith, starvation. Caches, too,of divination: sea shells, broken beads,and bundled
roots suggest how slaves surviveda knotted life of cornmeal, cruelty, death.The dig won’t yield



the stolen, lost, withheld:shoes, safety, drums, dignity, daughters, sons.Archaeologists
excavating the areas where enslaved Africans and African Americans lived have discovered
artifacts that resemble ritual objects similar to those used in West African religious practices.
These artifacts have been found buried in symbolic arrangements and clustered near doorways
and chimneys — thresholds for people and spirits.Log CabinThe finds of archaeologists
beneathdilapidated cabins down the hill:some chicken bones, the skins and skulls of coonsand
squirrels — hard remains of suppers stalkedby moonlight, faith, starvation. Caches, too,of
divination: sea shells, broken beads,and bundled roots suggest how slaves surviveda knotted
life of cornmeal, cruelty, death.The dig won’t yield the stolen, lost, withheld:shoes, safety, drums,
dignity, daughters, sons.Archaeologists excavating the areas where enslaved Africans
and African Americans lived have discovered artifacts that resemble ritual objects similar to
those used in West African religious practices. These artifacts have been found buried
in symbolic arrangements and clustered near doorways and chimneys — thresholds for people
and spirits.

Cotton BollI need the music of my forebears fromAfrik, but take the mending to my lapand work
beside the Missus’ chair. A spellof quiet sewing, restful breath — it soothemy soul, dangling by a
thread that been spunlike cotton fiber grown and pinched on thishell place. Before I know, I’m
rocking withthe rhythm of the stitching, humming lowthe melody of “Gilead.” A balmfor hunger,
sorrow, heartache, yes, he is.A healing ointment found in Gilead on the eastern shore of the
Jordan River was so curative that it was equal in worth to salt, a precious commodity in ancient
times. In the Hebrew Bible, or Old Testament, the prophet Jeremiah warns that not even
this balm’s healing qualities are enough to rescue sinners from God’s judgment. Interestingly, the
traditional spiritual “There Is a Balm in Gilead” refers to Jesus of the New Testament, who
would heal all, regardless of their sins.Cotton BollI need the music of my forebears fromAfrik, but
take the mending to my lapand work beside the Missus’ chair. A spellof quiet sewing, restful
breath — it soothemy soul, dangling by a thread that been spunlike cotton fiber grown and
pinched on thishell place. Before I know, I’m rocking withthe rhythm of the stitching, humming
lowthe melody of “Gilead.” A balmfor hunger, sorrow, heartache, yes, he is.A healing ointment
found in Gilead on the eastern shore of the Jordan River was so curative that it was equal in
worth to salt, a precious commodity in ancient times. In the Hebrew Bible, or Old Testament, the
prophet Jeremiah warns that not even this balm’s healing qualities are enough to rescue sinners
from God’s judgment. Interestingly, the traditional spiritual “There Is a Balm in Gilead” refers to
Jesus of the New Testament, who would heal all, regardless of their sins.

Underground RailroadLike a hyena on the hunt, you know,he opportunistic, unspecialized.The
bounty hunter prowl the riverbank.He use the wind to his advantage andhe listen; he watch
intently. A slaveto greed, the hunter aine no match for thisold pilgrim in the woods. He don’t quite
hearthe owl that call my name to take me tothe water where the current runs less swift.I wait —



then thread my way to freedomland.Helping slaves escape to freedom through the network of
people called the Underground Railroad was highly secretive, dangerous work that involved
deception of all kinds — especially since slave owners often hired bounty hunters to track down
runaway slaves. Using bird calls was one way for slaves to communicate with one another
without being detected.A pilgrim is a person of religious devotion who embarks on a spiritual
journey. For some slaves, the quest for freedom was a spiritual journey as well as a physical one.
__________“Take Me to the Water” is the name of a spiritual referring to baptism by immersion
in a river or lake. Here, the phrase also signifies crossing the Ohio River into safety.
__________Underground RailroadLike a hyena on the hunt, you know,he opportunistic,
unspecialized.The bounty hunter prowl the riverbank.He use the wind to his advantage andhe
listen; he watch intently. A slaveto greed, the hunter aine no match for thisold pilgrim in the
woods. He don’t quite hearthe owl that call my name to take me tothe water where the current
runs less swift.I wait — then thread my way to freedomland.Helping slaves escape to freedom
through the network of people called the Underground Railroad was highly secretive, dangerous
work that involved deception of all kinds — especially since slave owners often hired bounty
hunters to track down runaway slaves. Using bird calls was one way for slaves to
communicate with one another without being detected.A pilgrim is a person of religious devotion
who embarks on a spiritual journey. For some slaves, the quest for freedom was a spiritual
journey as well as a physical one. __________“Take Me to the Water” is the name of a spiritual
referring to baptism by immersion in a river or lake. Here, the phrase also signifies crossing the
Ohio River into safety. __________
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remembertobreathe, “A beautiful work.... ...in so many ways. Wood's paintings are lovely and
lively companions to Grady's evocative, lyrical, heartwarming and heart-rending poems. The
supplemental material is educational without being didactic, the verses inspirational without a
trace of the maudlin -- there are no false notes in this gorgeous and moving book.”

Lady Dragon, “Stitches To Not Rip Out. Quilts tell stories. Stories of the time, place, person or
persons making the quilt.  It is a great way to introduce children and adults to history.”

S. Kyle, “Interesting. Strange poetry format, but great art. abnsrun sfuwrin s lrywlin sf siuur l c.fbj
af sfhsfslfnnienf ifk kfhsliesaclifnsf  sn ebs”

Nora R., “I lay mt stitches down. Greatt book! It was everything I thought it would be and more? I
wish there was a second series to this book.”

Yana V. Rodgers, “Rutgers University Project on Economics and Children. Fourteen poems
convey a kaleidoscope of emotions and situations experienced by enslaved people in the United
States before the Civil War. Intense pain, grief, hope, and faith accompanied the forced labor,
family separations, spiritual celebrations, and dreams of freedom that so many lived through.
Each poem captures these ideas with a quilt block structure of ten lines of ten syllables of
unrhymed verse. To add another dimension to the quilt structure, each poem has a reference to
three themes: spirituality, music, and fiber arts. Enriching the artistic merit of this book are
gorgeous bold paintings that further engage the reader with the historical narrative. The book
provides educators and parents with an alternative art form for teaching young learners about
slavery, racial inequality, and social justice.”

LPS, “Great sorrows, small joys, and fabulous poems. This is a wonderful collection of poems
told mostly in the voices of individual slaves. Many of the poems feature the heartbreak of losing
loved ones to the auction block, being consigned to the fields for dropping dishes, and being
whipped. But there are moments of joy, too--the white schoolteacher who notices the slave
children outside and teaches loudly, with the windows open so that they can hear; "singing up a
frenzy of song!"; following the North Star to freedom. The poems reference spirituality and fabric
arts, and a prose note accompanies each poem. This collection makes a really hard topic
accessible to fairly young kids. And it's just a fabulous book:>)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Touching Quilt Artwork - powerful poems. It's too limiting to say this is a
children's picture book. Michele Wood is outdone herself with each illustration that accompanies
Cynthia Grady's poems and time period explanation. This book makes an outstanding adult gift
for quilters given Wood's powerful and memorable artwork. She captures the spirit of quilting



and its rhythm and of the late John Biggers. I especially enjoy the cover piece (Basket) of the
quilter stitching a patchwork square as well as the matron quilting that goes with the Cotton Boll
poem. Well done!”

The book by Cynthia Grady has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 14 people have provided feedback.
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